Radio Console System 9500
The next generation TETRA dispatch solution
Radio Console System (RCS)
9500 provides dispatchers an
easy and quick access to
TETRA communication
features while offering smooth
migration from analogue PMR
to digital TETRA, benefits of a
full-IP solution and versatile
interfaces for Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) and Call Taking
systems.
As many organizations attest,
TETRA integration is often the
most difficult part of a control
room project. That is why
selecting a fully integrated
Professional Mobile Radio (PMR)
dispatch solution that adapts to
your way of working and just as
important, fits within your budget,
is crucial.

The TETRA-based RCS 9500 is
a full-featured solution, easily
accommodating modern control
rooms of any size and throughout
public and private sector
environments. Emergency
response centres, in particular,
can benefit from its rich critical
communications features and
failsafe design. The system also
suits centralized and distributed
operational models, enabling
dispatchers to manage one or
multiple response organizations.
Available in three product
variants – Standard, Lite and
Wireless – the RCS 9500 solution
is easily deployed, working from
day one to reduce project risks
and lower overall project costs.

RCS 9500 is a fully-featured
dispatching solution. Modern
control rooms of any size and
emergency response centres
benefit from rich communication
features and a future-proof
design. RCS 9500 suites
centralised and distributed
operational models and enables a
dispatcher to manage one or
multiple response organisations.
In addition to supporting all of the
most desired TETRA
communications features, the
RCS 9500 offers optional
interfaces to analogue radio
networks, Computer-Aided
Dispatch (CAD) and call taking to
round out your control room’s
operations.
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Adapts to your way of working
Radio Console System 9500

Keep Control of Your Costs

RCS 9500 provides to
dispatchers an easy and quick
access to TETRA communication
features while offering smooth
migration from analogue PMR to
digital TETRA, benefits of a full-IP
solution and versatile interfaces
for Computer Aided Dispatch
(CAD) and Call Taking systems.

Intuitive user interface
configuration tools eliminate the
costs associated with system
changes as operational processes
develop.

True Voice Over IP Dispatch

You can integrate RCS 9500 into
your secure IP backbone, allowing
easy duplication of connections
and OPEX savings as E1 lines are
no longer needed.

RCS 9500 is a pure Voice over IP
(VoIP) radio dispatch system
composed of up to 700 dispatch
positions and centralized services
connected via an IP network.

Centralized management enables
you to manage all control rooms
from one location, dramatically
reducing costs related to on-site
support.

Adapts to operating
procedures

Safe TETRA Integration

The system supports any
organisation’s standard operating
procedures and allows complete
customization of its highly intuitive
graphical user interface (GUI).
This is easily accomplished using
the solution’s simple drag and
drop editing tools.
Customize as You Like
Drag and drop editing tools allow
you to freely create a user
interface that is both functionally
and aesthetically pleasing.
Profile-based access gives each
dispatcher a view that is
optimized to their tasks, while
offering secure access to
communication through the
sharing of dispatch positions.

Interface for Emergency Call
Taking and CAD
Providing a fully integrated work
environment for dispatchers is
straightforward with the RCS 9500
system. Critical call taking and
CAD systems can access full
TETRA radio features through a
simple to use interface.

RCS 9500 can offer TETRA
access to all control room
applications. The solution is tested
and the roadmap synchronized
with TETRA system from Airbus,
guaranteeing your control room’s
TETRA connection works from
day one.
Seamless TETRA and Analogue
PMR Migration
The RCS 9500 system supports
up to 300 analogue radio
gateways. Each analogue radio
gateway provides the interface to
a single radio channel. Each
dispatch position provides access
to up to 300 analogue radio
channels, and on the TETRA side,
up to 31 audio and 64 event
monitoring ones.
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